
BBBAAANNNNNNEEERRR   OOOFFF   PPPEEEAAACCCEEE

This symbol was created by visionary artist Nicholas Roerich
as a symbol of human unity.  The Roerich Pact and Banner of Peace is an

international treaty signed by India, the Baltic States, and 22 nations of the
Americas including the United States.  The Roerich Peace Pact established an

international agreement allowing any nation to protect its cultural or
artistic heritage with a symbolic banner, the Banner of Peace.

Signed in 1935, this treaty is international law today.

The three small circles represent the arts, science and spirituality
within the one greater circle of culture.  The colour of the

Banner is red to represent the one blood we all share.



FFFLLLYYY   TTTHHHEEE   FFFLLLAAAGGG   OOOFFF   PPPEEEAAACCCEEE
Put this flyer in your window or in your car and make a statement of

positive peace that says more than just “no war”.

WWWOOORRRLLLDDD   PPPEEEAAACCCEEE   NNNOOOWWW!!!
The world needs a vision of peace that goes beyond the cycle of war and

“not war” to create a unified global culture. If we just blindly react
to our politicians lead, we will never break this cycle.

Peace is more than just the cessation of war.
It is a way of living: in tune with the planet and with each other.

WWWEEE   CCCAAANNN   DDDOOO   IIITTT!!!
WWWEEE   CCCAAANNN   CCCRRREEEAAATTTEEE   PPPEEEAAACCCEEE!!!

Peace begins in each of our hearts and radiates out into our communities.
By being, thinking and acting peacefully together we can create world peace.

Together we are strong enough to make a difference!

AAA   TTTOOOOOOLLL   FFFOOORRR   PPPLLLAAANNNEEETTTAAARRRYYY   PPPEEEAAACCCEEE
By living out of harmony with nature we have created an artificial planetary
environment that has been called the “technosphere”. One of the roots of

this disharmony is our artificial timing system based on the clock and
12 Month calendar. By replacing this with a biologically accurate

13 Moon Peace calendar based on the cycles of natural time,
we can help te restore harmony between people and planet.

By unifying in time, we can unify in peace.
Natural time knows no borders, no ideologies and no separation.

OOONNNEEE   TTTIIIMMMEEE...   OOONNNEEE   PPPEEEOOOPPPLLLEEE...   OOONNNEEE   PPPLLLAAANNNEEETTT...

www.PAN-Holland.nl
For more information on the 13 Moon Calendar:

www.tortuga.com, www.lawoftime.org, www.13moon.com
For more information on Nicholas Roerich: www.roerich.org


